ADVANCE BOOKING ESSENTIAL

MINIMUM AGE NORMALLY 16 YEARS

PORTRAITS IN PENCIL

TUTOR - JOHN GLOVER

SATURDAY 18TH JULY 10.00AM - 4.00PM (PLEASE BE PROMPT)
£40.00
John Glover is a highly accomplished and experiencedportrait painter. His work ranges from portraits in
which he has captured the character and dignity of age, to others where it is the innocence of childhood that
is portrayed. He works in all mediums from pencil to watercolour, pastel to oils.
Learn the joys of creating delicate portraits in pencil, an often
underrated medium.
You will learn about proportion, and perspective and how
through careful planning and measurement, the likeness will
gradually begin to emerge. You will also be shown how,
through the use of shading, your drawing will develop from a
flat image to one which has a whole tonal range, thus
breathing volume and life into it.
From rapid sketches to more finished portraits, this is an
excellent opportunity to discover the beauty, power and
delicacy of pencil drawing.
This workshop is a very useful one in preparation for the
Portraits in Watercolour.
Materials required:
A range of pencils HB – 8B, putty rubber, cotton buds,
graphite powder
Good quality cartridge paper.
A small mirror for anyone wishing to tackle a self portrait or a
selection of good quality photographic references.
We will provide:
Table easels and masking tape

15% discount available on art products for anyone booked on to the course.
Two uses permitted which expire at the end of the course.
CANCELLATION POLICY:
In the event of cancellation 15 days notice is required and any refund given is dependant on Denny Bros Supplies Ltd
being able to resell the space. Denny Bros Supplies Ltd reserves the right to apply a £5 administration charge per class.
Denny Bros Supplies Ltd reserves the right to cancel any class and will endeavour to give 7 days notice except for in
unforeseen circumstances. In the event of Denny Bros Supplies Ltd cancelling a class a full refund will be given.
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